
formulate
[ʹfɔ:mjʋleıt] v

1. 1) формулировать
to formulate a proposal - сформулироватьпредложение

2) выработать, создать
to formulate a plan - разработатьплан
to formulate a scientific theory - создать научную теорию

2. выражать формулой

Apresyan (En-Ru)

formulate
for·mu·late AW [formulate formulates formulated formulating ] BrE [ˈfɔ mjule t]

NAmE [ˈfɔ rmjule t] verb

1. to create or prepare sth carefully, giving particular attention to the details
• ~ sth to formulate a policy/theory/plan/proposal
• The compost is specially formulated for pot plants.
• ~ sth to do sth This new kitchen cleaner is formulated to cut through grease and dirt.

2. ~ sth to express your ideas in carefully chosen words
• She has lots of good ideas, but she has difficulty formulating them.
• He struggled to formulate an answer.

Derived Word: ↑formulation

Verb forms:

Word Origin:

mid 19th cent.: from↑formula + ↑-ate, on the pattern of French formuler, from medieval Latin formulare.

Example Bank:
• His ideas are always very carefully formulated.
• products that are specially formulated for safe use on leather
• to formulate a policy/theory/plan/proposal

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

formulate
for mu late AC /ˈfɔ mjəle t,̍fɔ mj le t$ ˈfɔ r-/ BrE AmE verb [transitive]

1. to developsomething such as a plan or a set of rules, and decide all the details of how it will be done
formulate a policy/plan/strategy etc

He formulated Labour Party education policy in 1922.
formulate an idea/theory

Darwin formulated the theory of natural selection.
2. to think carefully about what to say, and say it clearly:

We are studying the situation but have not formulated any response yet.

—formulation /ˌfɔ mjə leən, ˌfɔ mj leən $ ˌfɔ r-/ noun [uncountable and countable]:

the formulation of clear objectives

Longman DOCE 5th Ed. (En-En)
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